photography and place
JUDY ANNEAR
Recently I set myself the task o'f conside1ing what was happening in
contemporary Australian photography. In looking broadly across the field
of practice and critique I began to wonder-why are discussions of Australian
contemporary photography so dependent on discussions of subjectivities; and
why is the object of much contemporary photography a person or an empty
interior but rarely, it has seemed, an exterior place, a location which has
elements to do with nature as well as, inevitably, with culture?
Unlike politically and conceptually informed landscape photography in
Australia in the 1970s that was an albeit tentative exploration of the idea
of place and of reclamation, some recent photographic work can be seen as
an exploration of the idea of place in dynamic relation to culture but often
without the specificities of location.
I will look at the earlier work in order to compare and contrast intention
and effect in relation to more recent photography, examine works which
present very specific views of locations and consider what that location
or place can be taken to represent. The interface between made and the
naturally occurring continues to blur and nowhere more so than before the
camera lens and in post-production. Nature, the natural, and landscape are
complex subjects and artists are approaching them, in the early twenty-first
century in an expanding number of ways. The traditions in Australia, of seeing
place as a subject for photography are fragmented unlike those in North
America, Europe or New Zealand where documenting the vernacular as
much a6 interpreting the cultivated or uncultivated environment exists.
landscape photography's place is, as Helen Ennis has pointed out recently,
one of this country's peculiarities: "In contrast to the United States where
photography went hand in hand with the opening up of the American frontier,
in Australia it did not. "1 For Australian contemporary artists , .whether
indigenous or non-indigenous, the relationship to the land or country seems
to be more to do with the idea of place, and few actually do work through
photographically what it means to be here, as distinct from anywhere else

· iir' use place as a subject. While the specificities of location may not be so
important in terms of communication through the art work to the viewer,
what that place may represent is critical.
Such photography has a curious position in Australia both for artists and
commentators. It is as though dealing photographically with the land is
inappropriate. Politically, this can be argued to be true, given the still
unresolved issues with ownership and access to country across the continent
-because, whose country are we talking about? And by photographing it, what
are we claiming to do with it? Marcia Langton in her 1995 paper 'What do we
mean by wilderness? Wilderness and terra nuClius in Australian art' writes:
"Where Aboriginal people had been brought to the brink of annihilation,
their former territories were recast as 'wilderness'. "2 For settlers of
whichever generation to discover aspects of the Australian continent and
to claim it pictorially remains a vexed issue. In consideration of the meaning
of the term landscape with its various connotations since the sixteenth·
century-of natural scenery and the aesthetics of such scenery, and the
invention of such a term in parallel with the European voyages of discovery
-it is not surprising that a more neutral term is sought yet one that does not
deny history. To drive this point home, I refer to WJT Mitchell: "landscape is a
'social hieroglyph that conceals the actual basis of its value ... by naturalising
its conventions and conventionalising its nature'. "3
Place can be a location or a site and because its history as a word begins with
the description of an urban social space, its contemporary neutrality provides
a breadth of meaning which does not imply terra nullius and can incorporate
land which has been changed by people, where there is an interaction
between nature and culture regardless of which culture.
Place can be about belonging because of the inference of a social space-a
photograph of a place, because of its lack of human subjects, can perhaps
more easily reflect the thoughts, ideas, feelings of both the photographer and
. tj� viewer precisely because there is no obvious mediator. Does such subject
matter in photography throw into high relief the necessity of countenancing
the photographer's approach as well as our own in tracing an empathy with
the photographer's vision as has been suggested in a recent essayr'

